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Résumé de l'article

L’objectif de ce commentaire est d’examiner les circonstances dans lesquelles il peut être éthique de permettre aux patients de consommer des substances licites dans des contextes de réadaptation. Bien que le contenu de ce commentaire puisse être transposé à d’autres espaces de soins de santé, l’accent mis sur la réadaptation est fondé sur certaines distinctions importantes qui existent entre la réadaptation et les espaces de soins aigus.
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Abstract

The purpose of this commentary is to consider circumstances under which it may be ethical to permit patients to use licit substances in rehabilitation contexts. While the content of this commentary may be transferable to other healthcare spaces, our focus on rehabilitation is based on some important distinctions that exist between rehabilitation and acute care spaces.
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INTRODUCTION

Cases such as Courtney’s occur in rehabilitation and acute care settings; patients sometimes remain on or leave hospital premises to engage in licit (e.g., smoking cigarettes) and/or illicit (e.g., using heroin) activities. The response of healthcare organizations to these activities differ depending on 1) whether there exist relevant policies, 2) staff members’ values and beliefs, 3) clinical contraindications, and/or 4) the patient(s) involved. The purpose of this commentary is to consider circumstances under which it may be ethical to permit patients to use licit substances in rehabilitation contexts.\textsuperscript{1} While the content of this commentary may be transferable to other healthcare spaces, our focus on rehabilitation is based on our professional experiences and some important distinctions that exist between rehabilitation and acute care settings. Furthermore, there is reason to believe that substance use may be prevalent for at least some populations within a rehab context.

In the first part of this commentary, we discuss physical rehabilitation and person-centredness. We then introduce the topic of substance use and consider why some patients may want to use licit substances. In the third section, we consider whether a harm-reduction approach to care and substance use may be apt for rehabilitation contexts. Ultimately, we suggest that it may be ethical to allow patients in rehabilitation to use licit substances in some circumstances.

\textsuperscript{1} We focus our attention on legally-permitted substances since ethics considerations, rather than legal considerations, are what require scrutiny. However, our focus on licit substances is not meant to suggest that the use of illicit substances is necessarily unethical.
REHABILITATION AND PERSON-CENTREDNESS

Rehabilitation centres provide therapeutic techniques that aim to improve function and reduce disability for people with various physical and cognitive impairments (congenital and acquired). People of any age may require rehabilitation at any time and for many reasons, such as when recovering from surgery, illness, motor vehicle accidents, etc. Although outpatient and addiction rehabilitation centres exist, this commentary focuses on inpatients receiving support for anything other than substance use itself.2

The primary goal of rehabilitation is to reduce disability and improve and/or regain functioning through methods that promote independence and autonomy (1). A person-centred philosophy is at the core of rehabilitation, where each patient is regarded as a person who has goals, values, and beliefs that extend beyond hospital walls. A person-centred approach to care is important for all healthcare facilities to implement, though it may be particularly important for rehabilitation since a primary goal is to increase independence prior to discharging back home/to the community. A patient’s rehabilitation journey and care provision will likely depend on their individual values, beliefs, and post-discharge preferences. For instance, if a person with a new physical disability values living in and wants to be discharged to a two-storey home with stairs and no main-level washroom, then the rehabilitation team may develop recommendations based on this goal; they may spend substantial time on stair-climbing, ensure that all at-home supports are in place to mitigate falls, etc. Person-centred care involves maintaining a holistic view of patients and empowering them to participate in decisions about care provision and discharge planning so their values and goals can be realized.

SUBSTANCE USE AND INPATIENTS IN REHAB

A common practice within all inpatient medical settings is to strongly discourage or require that patients abstain from all substance use, regardless of whether legal constraints exist. “Substance use” is an umbrella term that describes “the use of drugs or alcohol... [including] cigarettes, illegal drugs, prescription drugs, inhalants and solvents” (2). Using any substance brings with it potentially detrimental health consequences, so the intention of prohibiting substance use or encouraging abstinence may be good. For instance, we know that smoking cigarettes causes approximately 80% of deaths from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), leads to an increased likelihood of developing cataracts, cancer, etc. (4). Because of consequences related to smoking cigarettes, it seems reasonable that a healthcare facility may want to prohibit patients from smoking. Similarly, known short-term and long-term health effects about cannabis may influence organizations to ban or discourage its use (5). Additionally, some substances may lead to consequences that pose barriers for a person’s care plan. For instance, if fatigue is a consequence of substance use, then one may be less willing to participate in therapeutic activities that require energy after using the substance.

Promoting patients’ overall health is a sensible goal for any health facility. Typically, when a person who uses substances is in a healthcare setting that does not permit such use, the clinical team may propose options to help them abstain. Depending on the type of substance and potential consequence(s) of stopping, these options may include smoking cessation support (e.g., nicotine replacement therapies), opioid agonist therapies (e.g., buprenorphine, methadone), counselling, peer support, etc. From some perspectives, providing patients with options to help manage withdrawal symptoms may be considered one way to promote patient involvement and autonomous decision-making in a way that aligns with person-centredness. Additionally, supporting abstinence may seem to align with principles of beneficence and non-maleficence.

However, suppose that in the above-mentioned case, Courtney tells the clinical team she plans to continue to smoke cannabis off-hospital property even if they have a conflicting view; she makes an autonomous and well-informed decision to continue to use a legally permissible substance and not to abstain in accordance with clinical recommendations. In this scenario, threatening discharge or failing to offer support would oppose what it means to provide person-centred care. A person-centred approach would presumably involve acknowledging Courtney’s plan to smoke cannabis both during and after her rehabilitation admission, working with her to explore how cannabis may influence her rehabilitation goals, and establishing mutually agreed upon parameters about when she can use cannabis so that it will not interfere with her therapy (e.g., after completing strenuous activities in the therapy gym). Additionally, a person-centred approach may involve taking on certain risks and teaching new skills. For instance, if Courtney’s substance use puts her at a greater risk of falls, and if this is a risk that she wants to take, then the team may decide to teach her how to fall safely, how to get up, explore whether her home environment should be altered to reduce possible harms, etc. Insofar as person-centred care is an ethical philosophy to prioritize in rehabilitation, then working in accordance with Courtney’s overall goals and values is important.

In addition to person-centredness, an abstinence-only philosophy may lead to unintended and avoidable harms. According to a 2018 study, abstinence as a form of substance use management can motivate patients to find alternative, potentially dangerous ways to use substances, or they may refuse to receive care altogether (6). Having an abstinence-only policy can also influence a person’s recovery since it may result in early discharge (e.g., patients discharging against medical advice or staff discharging patients who use substances against the policy), risky substance use behaviour, and stigma from staff toward

---

2 This commentary argues that it is ethically defensible to permit patients to use licit substances while receiving rehabilitation. Permitting licit substance use for a person receiving rehabilitation support for licit substance use (e.g., smoking cessation) would be in contradiction to the goal of that type of rehabilitation.

1 It is important to note that a person who uses substances does not necessarily have a substance use disorder (SUD). According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 5 (DSM-5), 11 criteria are relevant to a SUD diagnosis; a person must meet two or more criteria within twelve months in order to be diagnosed (3).
those using substances (7). Furthermore, if abstinence is required and a withdrawal plan is managed without appropriate expertise, then withdrawal symptoms and pain can cause substantial distress for all (8). Finally, we know that requiring (undesired) abstinence can cause challenging dynamics to arise amongst patients and staff (7).

It may be the case that most health facilities assume that in-hospital abstinence will extend into discharge. However, short-term interventions for substance use, such as abstinence during a hospital admission, are insufficient for generating long-term behavioural change (8). Therefore, ceasing substance use while receiving rehabilitation is unlikely to alter the patient’s post-discharge behaviour; this means that a patient’s performance in rehabilitation may not adequately reflect their functioning in the real world. As described in Courtney’s case, she explicitly informed her care team that alcohol and cannabis are a regular part of her and her friends’ lives. It is unlikely that she will maintain abstinence post-discharge regardless of the rehabilitation centre’s policy. Ultimately, substance use alters thinking and behaviour, so if Courtney receives rehabilitation while sober, but uses substances when discharged, then her ability to perform certain activities and the activities’ level of risk may differ from what the clinical team witnessed.

While these questions and complexities related to substance use likely exist in any healthcare setting, the challenges with prohibiting licit substance use are even more important to consider for rehabilitation contexts. Rehabilitation is supposed to prepare people to live as independently as possible and to offer care that aligns with their individual goals, values, and preferences so they can successfully and meaningfully transition to the community. If a person will presumably engage in legally permitted activities post-discharge, including substance use, then it may be worthwhile for clinical teams to consider what these activities will look like in the community during their time in rehabilitation. A person who commences “new” activities post-discharge (e.g., substance use) may encounter unanticipated challenges that interfere with their meaningful and successful transition home.

HARM REDUCTION AND REHABILITATION

Requiring patients to abstain from licit substance use means that individuals such as Courtney may: 1) continue to use substances in a discrete and potentially dangerous way, 2) experience interpersonal conflict with team members, 3) experience pain if a careful withdrawal management plan is not established, and 4) fail to have a safe and successful discharge. Furthermore, an abstinence-only model fails to respect differing perspectives on licit substance use and the various lifestyles that people may autonomously choose to pursue post-discharge, preventing person-centred care from being fully realized.

If the goal of rehabilitation is to provide person-centred care to all who may benefit, then a harm-reduction approach may be a suitable alternative to abstinence-only policies. Harm reduction is a philosophy of care that aims to reduce harms associated with a particular behaviour; for the purposes of this paper, harm reduction refers to mitigating potential harms that come with continuing to use licit substances during inpatient rehabilitation treatment (9). Implementing a harm-reduction approach in rehabilitation would involve: 1) encouraging inpatients to be transparent about licit substance use, 2) offering support about when and/or how to use substances during rehabilitation and post-discharge, and 3) providing counselling for patients who want to abstain. The goal of a harm-reduction approach would be to minimize harms in relation to substance use while also enabling patients to gain the many benefits that come from rehabilitation. This approach would enable patients to receive rehabilitation in a manner that accords with their goals and values, and empower the clinical team and patient to prepare for a successful and safe discharge.

One response may be that patients who use any substance will not benefit from rehabilitation. However, this claim is unwarranted, as demonstrated by a spinal cord rehabilitation program in British Columbia (9). This spinal cord program implements a harm-reduction approach for inpatients with (licit and illicit) alcohol/drug dependencies who are unable or unwilling to abstain from use. If a patient wants to abstain from substance use, then the program offers withdrawal and abstinence support since “abstinence… is recognized as the ideal basis of health” (9). However, the program responds to the fact that abstinence is not a realistic option for many patients. Ultimately, the main goals of this program are to reduce conflict between patients and staff (which can stem from differing responses related to substance use), increase the number of completed rehabilitation programs for those with substance dependencies, and maintain a relationship with patients post-discharge (9). Upon achieving these goals, the program predicts that patients experience less harm, staff have a better work environment, and the health care system incurs fewer costs (9). Other research also suggests that the use of harm reduction in hospital settings has the potential to improve hospital care retention, promote patient (person)-centredness, and reduce harms associated with substance use (7).

In addition to the above, a further concern about permitting patients to use licit substances may be that inebriated patients will become unruly or aggressive toward others (e.g., staff, patients). This possibility is problematic since staff have the right to work in a safe environment and other patients’ safety, care, and well-being is a priority. In response, we would suggest that the possibility of unruliness or aggression does not justify prohibiting substances. However, it does mean that education and an open dialogue amongst patients and staff will be an important part of care planning. For instance, as part of their discussion, perhaps Courtney and her care team could discuss whether the possibility of unruliness, aggression, or disruption may result from her desired substance use while in rehabilitation. The team, including Courtney, could then explore whether any strategies exist to lessen this possibility. In some cases, perhaps especially if disruptive behaviours do result from substance use, negotiating a plan that involves managed substance administration from hospital staff could be considered (6).
The reduction of harm, a more efficient and appropriate use of health care resources, and the development of supportive therapeutic relationships are all ethically significant consequences of implementing a harm-reduction approach in rehabilitation. An additional benefit is that this approach is truly person-centred. Given the prevalence of licit substance use in Canada (10) and globally (11,12), abstaining from substances will not be a realistic goal for everyone, nor does it take into account an individual’s autonomous choice of if, when, or how they may want to abstain.

It is particularly important to consider the need for a harm reduction strategy with respect to substance use in physical rehabilitation contexts/amongst people who may require rehab. Although there exists minimal information on the topic of substance use and rehabilitation specifically, existing literature suggests that at least some patients who may require physical rehabilitation are more likely than the general population to use substances; this literature mostly focuses on patients with spinal cord injuries. For instance, a 2019 study which reviewed de-identified patient health records to examine spinal cord injury and substance use found that people with spinal cord injury have an increased likelihood of alcohol use disorder, cannabis use disorder, opioid use disorder, and nicotine use disorder (13). Another study found that “[p]ersons with disabilities [generally speaking] are at a disproportionately greater risk for substance abuse problems than members of the general population” (14). This same study found that the prevalence of substance use in the United States for people with traumatic brain and spinal cord injuries, in addition to those with mental illness, approached or exceeded 50% (14). Increased prevalence of substance use amongst persons with disabilities is acknowledged in some disability-related resources as well (15).

Ultimately, if a patient is unable or unwilling to abstain from using licit substances while in physical rehabilitation, then proposing options beyond abstinence allows clinicians to honour the duty to provide beneficial care while also reducing harm. It is also worth noting that people who use substances are at a higher risk of being admitted to a hospital or rehabilitation centre for substance-related injuries, so introducing a method that may reduce the risk of future injury would benefit both the patient and the healthcare system (6).

CONCLUSION

Overall, implementing a harm-reduction approach in rehabilitation would promote patient autonomy and independence, reduce potential harms from substance use and those incurred from not receiving rehabilitation, provide patients who use licit substances with benefits of rehabilitation, and influence the development of positive therapeutic relationships. Furthermore, if a person plans to use a substance post-discharge and if the substance has the potential to influence their health (e.g., to increase fatigue, risk of falls), then it makes sense to incorporate this reality as part of their inpatient care. Practicing rehabilitation skills in a manner that better mimics the home environment is essential to person-centredness and successful discharge planning. Ultimately, while some parameters may need to be established in order to ensure that patients can meaningfully participate in rehabilitation, a “zero tolerance” policy may not always be the most effective or most ethical.
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